CIRRUS

PRIVATE PILOT
COURSE

CalAir’s Cirrus Private Pilot training will have you ready to take on Los Angeles’ complex airspace with

the confidence that only comes from a highly standardized curriculum taught by the most experienced flight
instructors available. Our flight instructors are placed through a standardized program prior to taking to the
skies with you in our Cirrus Design aircraft. Working toward your Private Pilot’s license, you’ll enjoy visiting
several Southern California destinations as you progress through each phase of training to final completion.
The freedom and sense of accomplishment earning your pilot’s license is incomparable. With a Private Pilot
certificate, you’ll be able to fly any aircraft within the US, day or night, with passengers, all weather permitting. In
Southern California, there are literally dozens of fantastic destinations that are easily accessible within an hour
of flying time.

What’s so special about
Cirrus Standardized training?

So how long will it take?

Our structured Cirrus scenario-based syllabi and modern,
interactive instructional materials ensure that you’ll acquire
the same critical decision-making skills and proficiency that
professional airline pilots have.

The national average to earn a Private License is from
65-70 hours of flight time with an additional 20 hours
of dedicated ground instruction. Through CalAir’s
structured, scenario-based training, your dedicated
Cirrus Standardized Instructor Pilot will work
alongside you to achieve your goal within this time
frame. While there are extenuating factors that may
impact this duration, the averages tend to hold true
when the student pilot makes the appropriate effort.

How much will I need to invest?
An approximate price breakdown to earn a Private License in our state of the art, technically-advanced Cirrus SR20
looks like the following:

55 hours of Flight Time
$14,575
10 hours of Sim time
$600
65 hours of Dual Flight (with Instructor)
$5,525
20 hours of Ground Instruction
$1,700
Pilot Supplies/Online Courses
$350
Approximate Total
$21,000
P A R T N E R
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